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Plant a Park, build a Community 



Cherry Park Revitalization 

  

Dear Supporters,  

 

To help children is to help  the future, to better this community, to increase abilities and help in 

times of need. This is why we as a club exist.  

 

Now, we want to go beyond our school programs, mentoring and scholarships by creating 

permanent, tangible systems of support for childhood development for ALL children.  

 

The Helena Kiwanis Club, City Parks Department, Landscape Structures Inc. and Helena’s 

Playable Playground's  welcome you to review the attached package in consideration of 

support. 

 

With this project we are starting a new chapter within Kiwanis where we can invest in big ways 

toward the children of Helena by partnering with like minded groups to improve the playability 

of our parks system.  With your help we can create real improvements! Would you become part 

of our Team?  

 

Your consideration and time is greatly appreciated and I look forward to discussing 

your interest and support! 

  

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Jason Egeline, Helena KIWANIS  

     

 

Letter of Introduction HELP US HELP CHERRY PARK! 
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CHERRY PARK 

Helping others is one of the greatest gifts of adulthood. We’re 

here to make a difference one neighborhood at a time.  

 

Getting a large group of service minded people together - big 

things can happen. That is what we are hoping to do with this 

project at Helena’s Cherry Park.  

 

Cherry Park (900 Cherry St) and it’s playground serves as a 

valuable neighborhood asset for children to play and families to 

gather in close proximity to their homes. This park was chosen 

because it has outdated equipment which is in need of 

immediate replacement. There’s also great interest and support 

from the neighborhood. 

 

The playground is an optimal size and location to install fully-

accessible pour-in-place (PIP) rubberized playground safety 

surface. This product is commonly used in other parts of the 

country but has not been used in Helena. The rubberized 

material is much easier for people with mobility limitations to 

access and enjoy the playground. 

Plant a Park, build a Community 
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WHY 

Kiwanis has partnered with Landscape Structures (LSI) for parks all across the globe.  

 

Who better to joint with than a proven company, a like minded non-profit and a local 

parks department ? We all share a passion to make  lasting improvements for our 

children!   

 

Ultimately this project is designed to improve the lives of the children. To improve the 

lives of children is our purpose at Kiwanis.  

 

We started about 2 years ago meeting with the parks department to identify 

possibilities for a signature project. With the assistance and guidance of Dakota 

Fencing (a representative of LSI) we were able to develop the necessary elements of a 

truly all-inclusive park utilizing the PIP material (pour-in-place).  

 

We are well on our way to success as the City Parks Department, Landscape Structures 

Inc.  Helena’s Playable Playground’s and Helena Kiwanis Club have already 

developed the overall design, the construction documents, legal agreements and 

specific equipment. This is a shovel ready job for all parties involved.  All we need is 

your financial support!  

Plant a Park, build a Community 
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SPECIFICS OF EQUIPMENT  

The new equipment follows the theme of all-inclusive play, which helps all children develop.  

 

Some of the benefits of these improved parks include: 

 Greater opportunities for physical activity. Playgrounds are among the most important environments for children. Most forms of play 

are essential for healthy development but free spontaneous play, the kind that occurs on playgrounds is the most beneficial. 

 “Play value” is a term used to describe the play experience that equipment provides. A playground with high play value provides a 

setting where children can interact on a variety of equipment and utilize their mental and social skills simultaneously.  

 Play gives children the opportunity for physical, social, and mental development. For these reasons, play is one of the most important 

activities in a child’s life. The facility in which children are best able to engage in play is the playground.  

 The replacement of the play equipment with new and all-inclusive play equipment will comply with the ADA and additionally provide 

inclusive play opportunities for children of all abilities.  

 Nationally there is increasing awareness that universal access is more than sidewalk ramps. Demand is increasing for park and 

recreational facilities, including playgrounds that can readily be used by children and parents with disabilities and more importantly, to 

allow all children to play together. 

Plant a Park, build a Community 
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PHASE I  - $140,326 for P.I.P. material and main marquee equipment with demo and new concrete  

 2,150 s.f. Concrete slab @ French Drain (provided by the City Parks Dept.)  

 General City Improvements (to be listed here)  

 2,150 s.f. of P.I.P. Material & conc. base $52,200 

 Custom Play Booster System  Total $88,126 

1. Periscope panel     $3,448 

2. Pilot panel       $3,043 

3. Deck link w/barriers     $4,333 

4. Wiggle ladder      $2,788 

5. Croquet climber     $3,313 

6. 56" spyroslide      $6,793 

7. Vertical ascent     $3,108 

8. Slant window panel    $3,178 

9. Bongo panel      $2,928 

10.Curb for accessible panel  $2,467 

11.Sound chimes reach panel  $3,173 

12.Ramp with guardrail and curbs $5,613 

13.Ramp exit plate     $2,543 

14.Ring-a-bell reach panel   $2,918 

15.Curb for accessible panel  $2,467 

16.Ramp with guardrail and curb $5,613 

17.Space panel      $3,223 

18.Inclined horiz. Ladder    $3,103 

19.Ramp w/guardrail and curbs  $5,613 

20.Pipe barrier      $2,753 

21.Sway fun       $15,708 

Plant a Park, build a Community 

General City Improvements to happen along side this work include ADA compliance work such as : adjustments to the sidewalk running slope, 

a new curb ramp, installing accessible routes between park amenities and some new accessible picnic tables - all covered by the Parks Dept. 
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PHASE II - $87,674 Engineered wood fiber with supplemental all-inclusive equipment  

A. 3,660 s.f. Engineered Wood Surface  $7,091 

B. Multiple play stations:     $80,583 

22.Zipkrooz 34'      $12,917 

23.Zipkrooz assisted 34' add. bay $11,562 

24.Cozy dome      $6,682 

25.Omnispin spinner     $9,812 

26.Roller table      $12,802 

27.Grandioso chimes    $8,732 

28.Animato metallophone   $6,882 

29.Kettle drum      $4,212 

30.Vivo metallophone    $6,982 

Plant a Park, build a Community 
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SCHEDULE 

Now that there is a plan in place to move forward, the Parks Department has removed some of the old, broken 

equipment and began prep work for the new area which we plan to start the fall of 2018.  

 

From now until then the Kiwanis club and project partners will be visiting with other like-minded organizations 

and businesses to ensure the proper funding is in place so that installation of the new elements at Cherry Park 

can begin. Would you please consider helping us?  

HELP US HELP CHERRY PARK! 



Bill War 

Helena Kiwanis Club 

wtwar@aol.com 

303.898.6296 

Jason Egeline 

CWG Architects 

650 Power St. 

Helena, MT 59601 

jason@cwg-architects.com 

406.443.2340 

Larry Grondahl 

Dakota Fencing 

1202 18th ST W 

Williston, ND 58801 

larry@dakotafence.com 

800.726.4064 

 

Stacy Sommer  

Helena’s Playable Playgrounds 

playablepark@yahoo.com 

Amy Teegarden 

Helena Parks & Recreation Director 

316 N Park Avenue 

Helena, MT 59623 

ATeegarden@helenamt.gov 

406.447.8462 

Points of Contact 

Thank you so much for your support!  

Plant a Park, build a Community 

If you have any questions feel free to contact us! 


